
Granisil granitový květináč KUBI vysoký 60 cm
Mrazu odolný žulový květináč pro vnitřní i venkovní použití.

EAN:
5907440727694
196,32 €

163,60 € excluding
VAT

EAN:
5907440727700
196,32 €

163,60 € excluding
VAT

EAN:
5907440727717
196,32 €

163,60 € excluding
VAT

EAN:
5907440727724
196,32 €

163,60 € excluding
VAT

EAN:
5907440727731
196,32 €

163,60 € excluding
VAT

The brand Granisil has expanded its product range with granite flower pots - in a wide range of colors,
different shapes, and sizes. Granisil flower pots provide comfort and beautiful design for plant growers.

Give your plants and your home a refresh with our new granite flower pots. The innovative high-quality
granite  flower  pot  KUBI,  60  cm  tall,  is  suitable  for  both  indoor  and  outdoor  use.  Its  geometric,
minimalist,  and  elegant  design  makes  it  a  decorative  addition  to  any  interior  or  garden.

Granisil flower pots are 100% frost-resistant, which means they can be placed year-round on a terrace,
balcony, or by entrance doors. You can install any flowers, herbs, or decorations for different seasons and
holidays.

The advantage of granite flower pots is their wide range of colors (anthracite, black, white, gray, and
beige), so you can easily coordinate them with the surroundings, for example with garden furniture on
the terrace, with the floor around the pool, or with the color of the entrance doors. They fit perfectly into
any interior or exterior.



As  growers  of  ornamental  plants,  you  will  certainly  appreciate  the  weight  of  the  flowerpot.  The  Kubi
flowerpot,  which  is  60  cm  tall,  weighs  26  kg.  Therefore,  the  flowerpot  will  not  tip  over  even  in  strong
gusts of wind. For outdoor use, the flowerpots are equipped with a so-called drainage hole for water
drainage. Conversely, when used for indoor arrangements, they are supplied with a sealing plug.

Key features of the granite planter GRANISIL KUBI, height 60 cm

high-quality granite flowerpot in a wide range of colors - gray, white, black, beige, and anthracite
harmonious and modern design
geometric, minimalist, elegant shape
100% frost-resistant
for indoor and outdoor use
equipped with a drainage opening and a sealing plug
The advantage is the height and the high weight of the flower pot.

Note! When installing a flower pot outside, we recommend removing the sealing plug. This will  prevent
the plants from waterlogging (water will simply drain out) and at the same time prevent damage to the
flower pot that could occur if the water inside froze.

Parts of the packaging:

sealing plug



Parameters
Basic parameters
Warranty: 2
HS code: 42121
Technical information
Dimensions of the base (cm): 28 x 28 = 784
Height (cm): 60
Dimensions of the upper edge (cm): 30 x 30
Weight of the flowerpot (kg): 26
Frost-resistant: Yes
Resistant to UV radiation.: Yes
Discharge opening (supplied with a sealing plug): Yes
Location: exterior and interior
Shape: Square
Width: 30
Dimensions of the pot packaging
Depth of packaging (cm): 35
Height of packaging (cm): 71
Width of the packaging (cm): 36
Weight including packaging (kg): 27



  

  

  

 


